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The study on >.he "Inglacis of Energy Act ivi ties on Shorefront
kecreai.ional kesourcesn exaoiines the impact.s o« t.he New Jersey shorefrorlt
economy that result. 1 ron> erivironmental chn«ges associated with energy
facility development.. The two-year study, coom>issioned by the Departs>ent
of Envi roruaental Prot ect ion  DEP! ' s Division of Coastal Resources  DCR!
in 19g2 and prepared by Rogers, Golden and Holpern  RGH!, rlescrtbes the
extent to which dev loprsent of energy lac>lit res might cause touri sts to
seek oul. all.ernat.e vacation desLi«ations.

Tile UCk, alo>ig wi >.h a>any oLtier observers, recognized t.hat Lour isa>
r.onst I >.utes a vital part of New Jersey' s economy but harl no reliable
sic«sure ol' touriss>' s  o«t r ibul.ion to >.he coastal ecoriomy, Also, UCR
recog«ised that a 1tliougll e«ergy facilities an>1 recreotio»al uses of the
shore cari co"exist., cons>.r« 'tion and opc roti rn of an energy facility s>ay
 ause a rle line >n touris>a relate>1 lo enviro«>i>e«tal iiapacts ttial. result
1 ro>s co«sLruci ion or opera>.io>i of a«energy 1 scil I Ly.

The study coiii i ra>ed that. t our i su>' s cont.ribut ion to the state ' s
economy is s igni f i cant, as sliown on Tab 1  I 1. Al so, the s Ludy co>i 1 i rmed
that Lhe souther>> oCeanfrOnl. Coi>m>unitiea are more dependent. upon tourtsm
than the more northerly cosa«unit ies,,>nd b,>rrier islands are isore
dependent on tourism than ba kbay cosmiunr ties.

The resulLs of this study will be incorporated into the decision
making process used by the DCR to determiiie the acceptability of a
proposed en  rgy facility at a pari.i cular site, The 110k uses Coastal
Resource a>id DevelopaienL Policies to  vaulat  all proposals to site
e«ergy facil>Lies wi tt>r«>.be coastal aoiie, These policies encourage
energy fac>l it.ips lo lor:a>.e in bui lt-up urban coastal areas, and
discourag  Llies> i« less developed areas of the const. 'I'he energy use
Pol ic I Ps I  ' lu> I P the NJ DPP>rrtls '«I. of 1'1«P rgy I 0 d  L PI lll> Ile Lhr' «r Pri 1 or Jr>
e>iergy fa  il i ty cs part o> tl>r decrsiori >asking»roc *as.
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'Table L: Stud Pindin s

Study results support the long time observation that
coastal tourism is a vital part of the New Jersey economy

Non-business travellers spent $5 billion in the
coastal region.

$850 million was spent at hotels, motels and
campgrounds.

$850 million was spent on food and drink.

Casinos generated:

$1.5 billion from gambling
$250 million from eating and drinking  included

above!
$109 million from room revenues  included above!

ApproximateLy 6.7 percent of New Jersey's resident
employment is supported annually by tourist
expenditures

l. In 1982 dollars
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0»ce Lhe location and use are deemed acceptable, tourism's
conLribuLion Lo the local and regional economy as well as Lh» estimate of
tourism lost. as a result of locaLion of an energy facility can be
examined. Local and regional benefits derived from construction and
operation of an energy facility can be contrast,ed with tourise iepacts.

The estieate of Lhe econoeic importance of tourism vas performed
with the assistance a»d expertise of two subcontractors to RGB during
this study. They vere Lhe United States Travel Data Center in
Washington, D.C. and the Regional Science Research Institute in Aeherst,
Massachusetts.

Coastal Tourism Res onse Hodel

The Coastal Tourism Response Hodel  CTRH! is designed to estimate
the two major types of economic impacts that accompany the construction
and operation of energy facilities. These are 1! the employment, income
and fiscal impacts of Lhe energy facility construction and operation, and
2! the eeployeent and incoee impacts ou the Lourise industry produced by
the direct envirorusental iepacts that accompany a facility's construction
and operation. The magnitude and composition oi Lhe economic eftects are
estimated for both impact types. The model estieates impacI.s at three
levels: the affected siunicipality, the study area  Atlantic, Cape I'Iay,
No»mouth and Ocean Counties! aud the state.

Figure 1 presents s schematic of the relationships between the six
major coeponents that comprise the model, lt indicates clearly the three
impact paths and the three levels of analysis. The first two impact
paths constitute s standard approach to estiisating the total regional
economic i ~ ipacts produced by the development of s major facility. ln
Impact Path 3, au assessment is made of a negative aspect ol energy
facility development., loss of tourism,

The first step in the impact path procedure is to itemize the
environmental impacts that the energy facilities will have in the
municipalities vhere they vould most likely be sited. These impacts are
then considered in tandem with data on tourism within each eunicipality
and the percent change in tourism that could be expected from the
environmental change. By structuring t.he analysis around twenty classes
of visitor types comprised of five accommodation types  seasonal home,
hotel or motel, campground, home of friend or day party!, four principal
activities  shorefront recreatiou, bay water recreation, entertainment
and visiting friends! six kinds of environmental change and six tourism
sub-regions, the model yields detailed estimates of change in the level
of tourism.

The first step in det.ermining tourist response to energy facility
development is to consider the development activities that occur at an
energy facility site. Examples of such activities are surface grading
during site preparat.ion, shoring during construction, snd liquid waste
disposal duriug facility operation. There are fifteen matrices, one for
each energy facility type.

The mere presence of direct change in the natural and manmade
environments will not necessarily generate adverse tourist response.
Rather, it is the change that is perceived by tourists that causes them
to carry out their recreational activities elsewhere.
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The rrext step in the analysis is to classify direct charrge
categories into those types which can be perceived and could generate an
adverse response, and those which would not, The emphasis here is on
which changes are perceived by tourists t.o deplete or diminish the amount
or quality of recreational resources they are currently using, A
decrease in recreational resource qualiLy can mean a direct impact, such
as oil spill on a beach, or a potential iarpact, such as the introduction
of hazardous materials iu an area where their unplarrned release could
endanger human health. Ttrere are six main categories of perceived losses
io the quality of recreatiorral resources thar. can cause adverse tourist
reaction,

Given an enviroruaental change caused by a particular type of energy
facility, there are three response alternatives open r.o tourists in the
area. During the first year of a permanent or temporary change, visitors
may simply decide to stay, they raay be diverted froar the affected area to
another shorefront arunicipality, or they may be diverted from the entire
shorefront region and seek another recreational resource. Ttrese r.hree
alternatives are repeated iu subsequent years.

Visitor Res onse Coefficients arrd Return Rates

Coastal t.ourism response coefficients were estimar.ed for each of the
combinations of visitor group types, environmental changes and tourissi
sub-regious. Ttrese response coef fir ients reprr sent the percentage ot'
visitors within each group type that would be diverted from an area
experiencing au envirorrmentat change,

Case Stu~d

At this point. iL is useful to coarpare the impact ot the sarae
facility in different locations to deterrairre to what degree the selected
facility locaLion can alter the effect. on errviroruaental resources and
hence on tourism. In this case, au identical coal fired plant was tested
in Lacey Township, located in the northern, more developed, part of the
coast, and in Upper Township, located further south, in a less developed
section of the coast.

The arodel was run using int'ormation f rora the New Jersey Central
Power and Light Company  JCPL! about a 600 megawar.t. power plant that they
are considering. JCPFrL is engaged in a planning study r.o determine if
additional coal-fired gerrerating capacity is required. One of the four
sites included in this study is immediately adjacerrt to Ltre Forked River
nuclear power plant in Lacey Township, Ocean County.

the plant would be located at the
were considered at this lorarion:
coat a rrives by rail, aod 2! Ltrc
coal arrives by barge. Under this

The model was run assrmring ttrat
Forked River site. Two alternatives
1! the base plan which assumes that
alternate plan which assumes that the
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In order to arake reasonably accurate ca lcular.ions of r.ourisar loss
using the model, a group of fifteen experts knowledgeable abouL the
social and economic activity along the New Jersey shore were assembled to
aid in the estimation process. Together, the fifteen brought.
considerable experience in a variety of disciplines to bear on a series
of hypothetical situations. The experts represented both public and
private interests. This workshop was held at. SLockton State College rn
Pomona, New Jersey on Noverrrber 22, t982,



latter design, the coal barges would cross Barnegat Bay and unload at a
facility located on the edge of Barnegat Bay, The latter scenario
assumed that the movement of the barges would also have an effect on
Ocean Township and Barnegat Light Borough. Thus, the alternate scenario
considered the potential impacts on tourism in three municipalities,
while in the base case, only impacts on Lacey Township were considered.

The model was also run for a third case, in which the base plant was
located in Cape May County. This was done to determine the potential
differential impacts on tourism between a location in Ocean County and
one in Cape May County.

The outputs from the model runs are presented in Table 2. As
expected the number of tourists diverted out of the affected
municipalities is larger under case 2 than l. A similar pattern holds
for tourism final demand loss. Gross economi c output is just slightly
higher under case 2 than case l. In this instance, the slightly higher
capital cost of the second option  e.g. coal shipment by barge! is
dampened by the higher tourism losses.

One interesting result is that for the second case study the changes
for the first two variables increase from the peak construction year to
the second operating year. This is attributable to the fact that the
operation of coal barges in Barnegat Bay would have significant adverse
impacts on tourism once the plant begins operation.

As expected, the impacts on tourism would be higher in Upper
Township. This area has a large number of campsites and other
recreational visitors that would be diverted by the development of a
power plant. The lower change in shorefront study area gross economic
output under the third case during peak construction results from a
combination of higher tourism losses, and a larger proportion of direct
labor and material inputs obtained outside of the study area,

Conclusions and Further Research

Based on the results of these and other model runs, a few general
findings emerge:

1. Large facilities have positive net regional economic benefits,
even taking into consideration adverse impacts on tourism,

Small facilities located in tourist dependent areas  i.e. Cape
May County! can generate small positive or even negative net
economic impacts at. the regional and state levels. The adverse
impacts on shorefront visitor types with high expenditures per
visitor day  i.e. hotel and motel visitors! have a
proportionally larger impact on the relat.ively low employment
and income benefits accompanying facility development.

3. The proximity of the shorefront. to New York and 'philadelphia
means that there will be minimal net permanent in-migration to
the study area during the construction of large facilities.

4. The number of visitors to shorefront municipalities tends to be
the primary factor in determining the magnitude of economic
loss to the municipality from the diversion of tourists.
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Table 2. Case Stud Results

Total 4 of Tourists
Diverted Out of
Affected Municipality

Peak Construction
2nd Operating Year 217'552

273,372
328/959

420,209
385,083

$8,694,000
$7,842,000

$918,000 $1,048,000 $1,831,000
$811,000 $1,163,000 $1,623,000

$97,546,000
$12,088,000

$93,397,00C
$10,771,00C

$96,476,000
$13,466,000

Tourism Final Demand
Loss from Affected
Hunicipalities-

Peak
2nd Operating

Year

From Shorefront
Study Area-

Peak
2nd Operating

Year

Change in Shorefront
Study Area

Gross Output
Peak
2nd Operating

Year

$9 i 605,000 $16,700/000
$11,762,000 $15,182,000



5. Other things being equal, impacts of energy facility
development on the tourism economy will be more severe in the
southern part of the study area than in the north,

These results support one of DCR's eight basic coastal policies to
concentrate rather than disperse all development, including energy
facilities and to encourage the preservation of open space. The results
of this study, which seem to indicate that location of energy facilities
in more built up areas would have a lesser impact on tourism, is further
defense of this policy.

If tourist perception does change more quickly over time than was
assumed for the purpose of this model, long term impacts may be over
estimated. Further research, including a different method of surveying
tourists, could result in greater or lesser impacts on tourism. Also, it
is worth noting that during the construction phase in particular, an
energy facility can be of great benefit to a municipality and region
because of additional employment and purchase of goods. In a situation
where a municipality and region clearly benefit economically from
location of an energy facility, a facility may be permitted even if the
impacts on tourism are negative. In such a case, the municipality will
have to weigh the issaediate economic benefits of location of the energy
facility against the long term environmental impacts and loss of tourism.

A useful tangential effort. would be to adapt the model to estimate
the impacts of other types of major projects, such as large mixed use
developments, in addition to its present capacity to test the impacts of
energy facilities on tourism. Large residential developments may not
directly cause degradation of the environment as an energy facility
might, but the impact on traffic and local services could cause some
tourists to choose alternate vacation spots.
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William Ritchie

Department of Geography
The University

Old Aberdeen, Scotland

Introduction

From 1969 until 1981 the 647 beach, dune, machair  Ritchie, 1976!
and links areas which constitute 8 per cent of the 9,500 km long coast-
line of Scotland were surveyed.  There are 304 mainland and 343 island
complexes! In addition to the main properties such as size, location,
land use, physical and ecological characteristics, access and ownecship,
about 70 ot.her variables were recorded for each beach unit. Each area
was mapped, using standard geomorphological mapping techniques, photo-
graphed and sediment samples taken. All this data was collated and,
where practicable, reduced to numerical values that were stored and
analysed by standard SPSS �975! computer-based procedures, which
permitted extraction on an individual, regional or national sCale. These
results are published in two reports, The Beaches of the Highlands and
Islands of Scotland �977! and the Beaches of Scotland �984!,

The general survey highlights the three major factors influencing
and constraining existing recreational use, that are, in order of
importance; ACCESSIBILITY, OWNERSHIP AND TENURE, AND EXISTING IJ ND USE.
The physical and ecological nature of the beach unit is relatively
unimportant in all but a few special areas, as for example ~here the
landforms and habitats are inherently fragile ard incapable of with-
standing visitor pressures. In general, whereas the environmental
scientist perceives wind erosion, coastline retreat, species reduction
and an alteration in the stability and ecological i'esilience of dunes
and beaches as serious constraints the visitor is almost oblivious of the
natural environment other than perceiving its location as an attractive,
convenient transition zone between land and sea and, in particular,
between a built environment and nature Frequently the view outwards
from the coastal zone is more important than the intrinsic scenic value
of dunes and beaches. There is ample proof that adverse uses like sand
quarrying and tipping may not be significant deterrents if the beach



area is otherwise conveniently located and accessible. Thus the crux of
recreational use of dunes and beach is location and access; other factors
are generally subsidiary and only exceptionally overriding as a result of
their exclusive domination as for example a military base or tightly con-
trolled private land,

~tp tttt

Access is the crux of beach use and management. An inaccessible
beach may be prized for solitude and form a special type of recreational

t tt 4 ot p pl t t z t t ' ot
little value, Conversely an accessible beach will be heavily used; it
does not matter if it has some pollution problems or is scenically
unattractive. Such advez'se factors are only important if the area in
question has local competition from other beach and dune areas.
Accessibility on the national scale relates to the distribution of popu-
lation which is concentrated in the central belt  Figure 1! where numerous
beach areas are readily available. Nany of the most attractive beaches
are in the more remote Highlands and half the beaches are islandS with
little population.  Table 1! Thus there is an abundant provision of

varied types of beaches for
both native and visitor popu-
lations throughout Scotland,
but there is a sharp increase
in the cost of access to High-
land and Island areas espe-
cially if a water. ~rossing is
required. Looking at the broad
regional provision, the east
coast of the mainland is better

served in having many long, semi-continuous beaches but the west coast is
more scenic and attractive for general tourism and holiday-making. The
term "general" is significant for unlike other areas further south the
use of a beach or dune area is only rarely the prime reason for a holiday
visit With the exception of specific uses such as golfing or staying at
a caravan site, visitors use the beaches on a casual basis depending on
weather conditions. Another significant factor is the distribution of
major holiday z'esorts  defined on basis of accommodation usage!  Figure
1!, only three of the top twelve locations are associated with or are
close to recreational beaches. Thus beaches and dunes are important
resources but are rarely the prime factor in the decision to visit a
particular part of Scotland, Arguably, beaches and dunes are more
important as amenity resources foz local populations, particularly near
the larger towns and in the central belt.

Accessibility must be equated with caz access; 62% of beach trips
are made by private caz. with the average round trip being of the order of
70 km  Duffield and Long, 1977! . Once the beach is reached visitors do
not walk far from their cars, hence local site factors are extremely
important. A walking distance of 100 m or less is optimum and over 40%.
of Scottish beaches satisfy this criterion. Only 5% are more than 1000 m
from a good road, and, if motorable tracks aze considered, 70%, of Scottish
beaches lie within 150 m from some form of car parking. Knowledge of the
existence of a beach, however, is an important factor as 40% of beaches
are not visible from a road and a further 10s are only visible across
lochs or other bodies of water, and 40' of beaches lie off unclassified
dead-end roads. Although accessible, many beach and dune areas are
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are little used unless there is a good local guidebook, map or other form
of promotion,

maps.

ly in lowland Scotland, and at
suffer from chronic congestion
during periods of good weather.
the phenomenon of swamping
and beach use congestion is

of cultivated land,
that the area is
the level of

recreational use but on the whole the population of Scotland and the many
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coastline, Some popular beaches, especial
a few scenic west and north coast beaches,
when literally hundreds of visitors arrive
In areas where the tourist season is short
local communities and facilities is common
only part of a wider accommodation problem

Other barriers to access include fences, strips
buildings, railway lines and, rarely, notices claiming
private property. These may deter visitors and reduce

The corol-
lary of this
information is
that the provision
of a car park near
the beach, coupled
with knowledge of
its existence  eg,
guidebook, leaf-
let or signpost!
wrll guarantee
heavy usage,
especially near
major accommoda-
tion centres.
Conversely to
close a beach it
is only necessary
to terminate road
access about 500m
away and remove
the reference to
it in local guide
books or tourist

Although
access exists,
many attractive
dune and beach
areas have limited
parking facilities.
Only one quarter
of mainland
beaches lack some
form of parking
nearby but the
numbers that can
be accommodated
are often limited
Beach parking is
almost unknown in
all but two or
three locations
along the entire



summer visitors have easy access, short travel times and a wide variety of
choice. Geography has given Scotland an available tourist and amenity
resource that is probably unrivalled in Europe in its freedom and east of
access.

0~ah '

Ownership is especially important in relation to recreational use
and is closely related to management provision. At low and moderate
levels of recreational use, problems of conflict of interests rarely occur.
With large visitor numbers  Table 2! however the degree of interference

with other uses can be consider-
able. Resolving these problems
is difficult if the area is
under multiple ownership. A
large number of areas in the
Highlands and Islands are under
crafting tenure, often as
common grazings and this brings
particular problems. At
present, ownership of the fore-
shore is of limited importance
for recreational purposes, Host
but not all of the Scottish
foreshore is Crown Land. Prob-
lems only arise in the rare

instances of beach mooring, sand extracticn or industrial development.
Similarly there has only been one major beach nourishment scheme  at Porto-
bello! in Scotland. Eence legal issues related to such beach activities
have rarely arisen. Contrary to public knowledge, in some areas, large parts
of the Scottish foreshore are in private hands as for example along the
Firth of Clyde. Hore important than beach ownership is the tenure of dunes
and links, User groups occupy the dunes and links areas, often using the
dunes for shelter, in preference to the supra-tidal beach area. Thus unlike
some parts of Europe or eastern U.S.A., it is not sufficient to provide
corridors whereby visitors can reach the beach via boardwalks or confined
tracks, In Scotland, duneS and links are normally of equal Or greater
importance and used more than the beach.

Almost half �7%! the dune and links areas of Scotland are privately
owned, 12't is Local Authority, 6% state-owned  e.g. Forestry Commission!
and 24m is in some form of crofting. Host of the privately owned areas
are owned individually, usually as part of a farm or estate. About one
quarter of privately owned land is held by companies or groups. These are
mainly concerned with industrial use, sand extraction or caravan srtes!
holiday villages, and are of little national srgnificance but, at the
local scale, can be of considerable importance. While not confined to
company owned beaches some of the examples of dafficulty of public access
occur in such areas, Another subcategory or pravately owned dunes and
links are Golf courses  some of which are nevertheless in Local Authority
ownership!, and most of which are located near towns, public access is
usually possible across the golf course links or at the margins but the
course normally acts as a de facto barrier for public access. Areas that
are occupied by caravan or camping sites have the same effect and are
often specifically restrictive with respect to public access to or across
their land.
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A sizeable and growing proportion of the beach and dune areas of
Scotland is owned by local authorities, Some towns and cities developed
these areas as early as the late 19th century following the Public Parks
 Scotland! Act of 1878. With such ownership came developments such as the
building of sea walls, promenades, garden and play areas which in a few
instances eliminated the natural landforms of dunes and sandhills. In a
handful of areas, rural beaches are in local authority ownership usually
as a result of an active promotion of such areas for tourist purposes.
Examples include Dunnet Ba- in Caithness and the crofting "beaches" of
Achmelvich and Clachtoll in Sutherland. The greatest concentration of
such ownership and management is in East Lothian to cater for the large
local population in the greater Edinburgh catchment. The Forestry Commis-
sion, the Nature Conservancy Council and the Hinistry of Defence are other
forms of state ownership. State or similar ownership does not imply easy
public access. Naturally, military land is restricted but in forest and
conservation areas access and recreational use is normally confined to a
few relatively small but attractive, well-provisioned and publicized areas
within the total area. Excellent examples of such provision occur in
FOreatry COmmiSSiOn land at TentSmuir  Fife! and Burghead Bay  Grampian! .
These sites exemplify, on a local scale, the facility by which an owner
can direct and control recreational use by providing simple facilities
and car parking space. These "honeypot" areas absorb almost all visitor
pressures and the remainder of the area is thereby protected and conserved.

There are over a hundred areas of beaches and dunes in crofting
counties especially in the islands Crofting tenure may be sub-divided
into croft land and common grazings, and this form of tenure is as ociated
with some of the more fragile and scenically attractive areas, Croft land
is similar to tenanted land and many crofters eg. in Arisaig-I4orar, have
developed caravan sites on their holdings. Recreational pressure on common
grazings ie, land held in common by the community  township! and therefore
akin to multiple ownership often produces persistent and intractable prob-
lems, Communal. ownership tends to promote land use inertia. It is diffi-
cult to apportion the land or to resume it out of crofting tenure so that
managed recreational developments can occur. Fortunately the incidence
of such difficulties is low and recreational pressures are normally light.
Nevertheless there are a few crafting areas, especially on the mainland
where serious problems have been generated by heavy recreational pressures
and related management issues.

Changes in the ownership of beach, dune and links areas occur slowly.
The proportion under public ownership has increased, albeit slowly, and the
trend continues. Increasing public ownership can be equated with increased
management for recreation and this can take the form of a restriction of
public access to a few areas where specific provisions such as car parking,
toilet blocks, interpretative facilities etc. are provided. Similarly
there are some private areas where the owner has taken a deliberate deci-
sion to change the emphasis of land use from agriculture to recreation,
usually in the form of a caravan or Camping site. In some parts of Europe
the fragmentation of land holdings on the coast, often associated with
holiday homes, has produced severe problems for coastal planning and
management. Fragmentation of this type is fortunately almost unknown rn
Scotland and it may be that development-control policies of the local
authorities are capable of continuing to prevent such unwelcome develop-
ments.

An interesting trend in recent years has been the growth of manage-
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ment agreements often on an informal basis. Agreements of this type mainly
occur in the beach areas of the Central Lowlands. A typical situation would
be for a private owner to allow or facilitate greater public access in
return for compensation or an agreement that the local authority will main-
tain and Clean the area Or meanS Of aCCeSS. The CauntrySide  SCotland] ACt
�967! allows for an increase in this type of agreement. While public
ownership will probably remain essential around the intensively used urban
or, more rarely, rural beach areas, management agreements may prove to be
useful mechanisms to improve both recreational provision and management
in areas of private ownership.

Land Vse

With few exceptions some recreational use is made of most beach
complexes in Scotland. About 10% of the Wainland beaches are little visited,
averaging less than five visitors per day in summer  Table 2!, The number
of "unvisited beaches" rises sharply in the islands. At the other extreme

'4 of Hainland beaches and 6a of all beaches have more than 500 visitors
per day. Only a few beaches near large population would have visitor
numbers in excess of one or two thousand. On most beach complexes recrea-
tional use of beach, dune and links areas co-exists with some other form
of land use  Table 3!

Grazing is the most common and
widespread use. The intensity of
grazing varies considerably and there
are also regional differences in
management practice, including open
grazing on crofting common land.
Cattle grazing occurs on more than
60' of dune, machair  Ritchie 1976!
and links areas. Sheep grazing is

equally common and tends to be dominant in more remote or inaccessible
machair land in the Highlands and Islands. Grazing of dunes rather than
machair, links or other forms of short-grass dune pasture is less common
but not unknown.

Most areas have been grazed by sheep and cattle for centuries. There
are no areas even on uninhabited islands where grazing has not occurred.
It is thus impossible to assess the significance of grazing on the dune
environment. It is usually assumed that grazing will reduce vegetation
cover and therefore surface stability. This is true when grazing is over-
intensive and allowed on fragile surfaces such as hillsides or steeply
sloping dunes but at lower intensities and frequencies the effects are less
clear. Secondary effects are particularly important as it is clear that
treading and rubbing by cattle and sheep perpetuate small blowouts or areas
or bare sand by preventing revegetation. Although not considered to be part
of the present day use of dunes, links and machair there were t.imes in the
past when rabbits were encouraged as an additional source of food. Vnfortun-
ately rabbit populations are now very high in some areas, especially in the
Highlands and Islands, and constitute a serious threat to the stability of
many dune areas. There are 45 mainland and 22 island areas with severe
rabbit infestation problems.

Grazing is thus a background factor to be considered in the environ-
mental evaluation of almost all the dune and links complexes in Scotland.
Nevertheless its direct effect on recreational use is less important and
there are few instances of conflict between the two forms of use. High
intensities of recreational use occur in town beaches, countryside
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coastal parks and, as a special case, golf courses. In all these areas,
grazing is either excluded or controlled by fences. At low and moderate
levels of recreational use grazing and recreational use seem to produce
little or na conflict except in the rare instances when visitors cross
boundary fences, enclosing grazing land.

Cultivation occurs on about one-quarter of the dunes, links and
machair areas but is largely confined to the landwards margins where wind
blown sand provides a moderately fertile soil. Cultivation is most impor-
tant in some crofting areas especially on islands such as the Uists or
Tiree where cultivation occurs in strips or patches which may be rotated
from year to year. Although cultivation is an important economic use of
these areas, there is little or no conflict with recreational use since
this takes place on the seawards fringe of the beach and dune systems.

Other land uses include sand a'nd gravel extraction pits which may be
on the beach itself or in the dunes. In general, such extraction is more
common in island areas where this may be the only viable source of sand
for building and related purposes. The main effect of such extraction is
to introduce an area which has to be avoided by visitors for reasons of
safety. There are also visual effects which detract from the general
quality of the beach and dune environments. Environmental effects especi-
ally with regard to sediment budgets may be locally significant but in the
short term these are not important with respect to recreatianal and amenity
use. In the medium term, sand extraction is a threat as it is consuming
the resource base and such extraction is ultimately incompatible with most
other land uses, and is of particular concern since it is usually th" -.=st.
accessible beach units  and parts of these beach units! which are so
affected. In addition, tracks to and from these extraction areas also
affect adjacent links, machair and dune pasture surfaces,

Industrial use occupies about 4% of the beach complexes of Scotland
and is thus on a National scale unimportant. In the few cases where it
does occur, the local effects are normally severe, often excluding other
users and severely reducing its amenity and scenic value. Short stretches
of the coastline of the Firths of clyde and Forth are affected by such use,
usually in the form of large structures such as power plants, chemical and
fertilizer plants. These cannot be readily landscaped and in a few
instances there is smoke and other farms of pollution,

Nilitary use occurs in 3% of the beach complexes of Scotland, and
normally visitors are excluded but it is unusual for the entire area of
beach, dune and links to be occupied for military use so that adjacent
areas are normally available for public access. The effects of military
land use are thus much less severe than would otherwise be assumed. Beach
complexes in military use tend ta occupy some of the largest units and
some are of outstanding scientific interest. Firing, bombing and weapons
testing are the normal farms of use, all of which are usually intermittent.
There are one or two airfields but these occupy small parts af the total
land available.

Commercial forestry occurs in a few localities, notably on the south
shores of the Moray Firth and at Tentsmuir in Fife. Like military use,
forestry is associated with large dune areas and rarely excludes recre-
ational and other uses from the margins of ehe forested areas. Indeed
there is positive provision of picnic sites, car parks and other recre-
ational facilities and these are among the most heavily used dune and
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beach areas in Scotland. Most visitors to recreational areas within
forests consider the juxtaposition of dune, forest and beach to be attrac-
tive and there are undoubted advantages in the provision of shelter.

Other minor uses that have a negative effect on the value of dunes
and beaches for recreational purposes are the tipping of rubble and refuse
 occurs to some degree in 204 of all beach complexes!, and the presence of
effluent pipes �3% of all beach complexes and 21% of mainland units,
especially near urban areas! . Although both practices are common the
actual areas involved are small and often affect limited and clearly defined
sectors of the total beach complex area. Effluent discharge is often a
problem that has been inherited from last century and the situation is
improving steadily. Rubble and other forms of tipping may be on the
increase and in some areas there appears to be a view that it is a method
of coastal protection or land reclamation and therefore desirable, These
views are debatable but there can be little doubt that the visual and other
effects on tourist and visitor use are adverse.

conclusion

The survey of all the beach and dune areas in Scotland provides a
detailed, comprehensive review of a valuable national resource. The
totality of the survey allows valid generalisations to be made and permits
national and regional average conditi.ons to be defined. It also gives a
spatial overview of the distribution and nature of the resource and allows
management decisions to be taken within the context of the ideal planning
principle of 'working from the whole to the part'. Many aspects of the
survey were inherently quality judgementS but these were inescapable. An
attempt was made to give some degree of consistency of value judgement by
confining the survey personnel to a very small number of experienced
research workers. Although effective planning and management occurs within
the local political framework of the District  there are 28 coastal
Districts  including City DistriCts! and 3 large all-purpose Islands
Authorities!, the existence of national bodies such as the Countryside
CommiSSion for Scotland, which has a responsibility to promote recreational
and amenity use of the countryside, provides a mechanism whereby the
advantages of overview reports such as "The Beaches of Scotland" might be
utilised. Nevertheless the provision of a report on the resource base is
insufficient by itself and must be complemented by a similar national
report on the recreational and amenity demands of both local and visiting
user groups. When this is done the stage is set to provide a national
policy for the better use of the rich resource that exists in the extent,
variety and range of scottish beach and dune environments.
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Landsat images are analyzed to investigate the causes of
turbidity variations in lower Chesapeake Bay transects. The optical
density data of all imagest inversely related to surface turbidity, are
used to produce residual turbidity profiles showing, turbidity above and
below average conditions. Images with similar tidal or meteorological
condit iona have their residual optical density data averaged to
identify probable causes of above average turbidity levels.

Freshwater discharge does not directly contribute suspended
sediment to Chesapeake Bay, except from the Potomac River during times
of high freshvater flov. Kuch of the detected surface turbidity is
associated vith resuspension by tidal currents.

Flood currents cause higher surface turbidity along the
Eastern Shore from the Bay mouth to off the Rappahannock River mouth.
High ebb-related turbidity occurs north of the Rappahannock River and
in the vestern half of Chesapeake Bay South of Wolf Trap Shoals.
Currents during spring tide produce higher surface turbidity south of
the Rappahannock River than currents during other portions of the lunar
cycle.

Strong wind causes greater surface turbidity than low wind
except when wind direction opposes tidal currents. A large fetch �0
km! parallel to wind direction results in higher surface turbidity
dovnwind.

A correlation exists between surface turbidity and water
depth. Surface turbidity is lover in deeper vater due to the veaker
effect of tidal and wind resuspension. Resuspension of bottom sediment
affects surface turbidities in waters as deep as 40 feet'

 ABSTRACT!
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Back round to the Pro ect

During the 1960's and 1970's, a series of National Seashores and
National Recreation Areas vere created by the National Park Service  NPS!
along the nation's water boundaries. Unlike many of rhe more remoter
traditional national parks. many of these never units sre adjacent to ar
vithin major urban areas and hence are subject to very heavy human use. In
an effort to balance human and natural interests, the Center for Coastal
and Fnvironmental Studies  CCES! ~ as patt of its l983 Cooperative Research
Agreement vitb the NPS, in 3984 began an information- collecting project
aimed at better resource management for the East Coast bttrrier island NPS
units.

Pur ose of the Pro ect

For better resource managements the National Park Service needs a
scientific data base. Nuch research of potential use to resource managers
has been carried out in these parks, yet the results of this research have
not been centrally located or ctherently organized.

This project begins ta fill the gap, by collecting published and
unpublished research results fram many fields of study, providing a
bibliographic guide to research and a narrative histary of research at each
park. Eventually. recommendations far future research vill be provided.
hs can be seen in Figure I, six NPS units are being researched by the CCES
group, and two by Nargan State University. Work on s ninth, Calf Islands
N.S.. has yet to begin.



Figure 1. National Park Service unite included
in the Scientific Nesearch Bibliography Project.

Methods Used

A tean approach was used to review the wide-ranging literature
appropriate to the six parks. Hesearch citations were obtained fran over
one hundred journals, and through library research carried out at each park
and at regional and national NPS offices. Helpful park personnel provided



responses to several research-related questionnaires. In addition,
listings of aerial photographs, maps and charts were assembled for each
park.

Research citations were sorted into the following areas of research:

Products of the Pro ect

The history and status of scientific research vill be presented in
three volumes for each of the six NPS parks.

Volume I: A biblio ra h of scientific studies

These volumes provide a listing of scientific studies, published and
unpublished, in standard bibliographic form. For NPS use they vill be
available on IBM computer diskettes as well as paper copy. General and
specific keyvords are provided for retrieval purposes. CCES retains an
annotated, descriptive and evaluative summary for each listed citation.

Volume ll: A histor of scientific research

These volumes provide> first, a narrative history of scientific
research in each park. organized by the categories listed above and
incorporating the most significant research citations from each Volume I.
Secondly, Volume II for each park provides a comprehensive listing of
ongoing scientific research, environmental monitoring, and available park
research facilities.

In addition, Volume II contains a summary of maps, charts and aerial
photographs available at the park and from other sources, and a listing of
researchers, individuals, institutions, and agencies contacted in the
compilation of this information.

Volume III: Summer , evaluation and recommendations

The third volume for each of the six parks will summarize the
principal strengths and weaknesses in existing and planned scientific
programs. Evaluation and recommendations vill be based upon comprehensive
reviev of the material in Volume II by authorities in each of the
specialized fields being evaluated.

Conclusions

Nith a completion date in 1985 ' this project's products vill provide
the basic scientific information base for any researchers vorking on East
Coast barrier islands. It is hoped that these volumes will be s tool for
use both by NPS resource managers end individual scientists.

Birds
Cultural/historical
Fishes
Insects
Mammals
Amphibians

Coastal geomorphology
Estuarine ecology
Neology, soils, hydrology
Reptiles
Vegetation
Legislation, management, recreation

and other NPS planning documents.
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introduction

The Chang Jiang delta is one of the famous deltas in the world,
having a total area of 51,800 km  Pig. tl. The research on the Chang
Jiang fluvial system has a long history and has been the focus of
extensive interest, There is considerable literature on aspects of
geology, geomarphology, hydrography, history' archaeology, etc., and some
results have been achieved. Our efforts have concentratetl on geologic and
geamarphologic investigations in this region through extensive analytical
work in the laboratory as well as over 500 cores collected in the field.
This paper is an attempt to further probe into the developmental character
and progradational model of the Chang Ji¹ng delta.

The Chang Jiang River is 6300 km in total length. its yearly runo!f
and mean sediment discharge are estimated at 92ftxlb m and 486xl0 T
respectively. Tlte mean tidal range of its estuary is 2.6m. Due to the
reduced gradient at the river atouth, the mixture of fresh water with salt
water, and the widening of current ano decrease of flow velocity, the
river's capacity for carrying sediments is abruptly reduced and most of
the serliments are dropped and deposited in the estuary, thus forming the
physical basis far the development of the delta.

Characteristics of Holacene Stratigraphy

The Chang Jiang delta is situated in a region of tectonic subsidence
associated vith the long term depocenter so characteristic af large
deltaic features. The most recent accumulations are of Holocene age and
represent the latest phase of cyclic depositional events in the delta.
According to lithofacies analyses af samples from boreholes in the Chang
Jlang delta, the Holocene series is composed of tvo parts and it overlays
a subaerial surface of pleistocene Age. The surface is the paleo-valley
of the Chang Jiang River. The lower portion of the Holocene unit
represents tlte channel-filling transgressive sequence, with bandy grair,



Figure 1. Study site.

size gradations fining upward, whereas the upper portion is the deltaic
progradation regressive sequence, with sandy grain sizes coarsening
upward. Between the upper and lower layers there is a layer of
argillaceous or silty clay of prodelta, shallow marine facies. This layer
exhibits a wedge-like distribution pattern, thinning westward and finally
wedging out at the Hong Qiao area where the upper and lower layers of sand
bodies are in direct contact and have a total thickness of over 50 m.
Interpretation of the core data indicates that the paleo-bed of the Chang
Jiang River toward the end of the Pleistocene may be traced out to the
continental shelf of the East China Sea. The arcient Chang Jiang valley
system ran across the modern deltaic area from northwest to southeast with
a widt'h of over 30 km and a depth of 50-60 m. The transgression during
the Holocene Epoch advanced upstream in the paleo-valley and reached
Zhengjiany-Yangzhon. Early in the Holocene the Chang Jiang estuary was an
open triangularly-shaped bay widening eastward. As the transgression
slowed, enormous amounts of river-borne sediments were accumulating in the
estuary. Thus the deltaic sedimentary system began to develop and
gradually extend seaward. The regressive deltaic bodies were deposited as
the upper layer on top of the earlier transgressive fluvial/estuarine
deposits.

Sedimentary Facies

Due to the variability of sedimentary environment, the sedimentary
facies of the Chang Jiang estuary are very complicated 1'see Fig. 2!. In
the interaction between runoff and tidal current, runoff plays a dominant
role in determing the sedimentary process and controls the regular
distribution of sedimentary facies. From land to sea successively there
occur delta plain facies, delta front facies and prodelta facies, which
may be further subdivided into at least 13 subfacies. With the change of
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Figure 2. Underwater terrain of the Change Jiang estuary.

sedimentary environments seaward, sedimentary facies transit from one to
another gradually. This is reflected in the following characteristics
proceeding seaward: sediments become finer grained and more
poorly-sorted; the organic content becomes higher and the shade darker;
the sedimentary structures change from cross-bedding to horizontal
bedding; and the marine fauna become more abundant in species with the
plant debris diminishing in amount.

The associated coastal plain of the Chang Jiang delta underwent a
developmental sequence similar to that of the delta proper. South of the
delta. the coastal plain is composed of a barrier island-lagoonal system
and is associated with fine grained accumulations. The barrier is a
transgressive form in a mud-rich system. The coastal plain north of the
delta contains a higher proportion of sandy accumulations. Accretionary
radiating sand bars and broad tidal flat deposits characterize this zone.
These materials were supplied mainly from the Chang Jiang River.
However, it is suggested that tidal action is chiefly responsible for
the formation of the Jianggang offshore radiating sand bar and the
Qiantang estuary sand bar, a unique sedimentary model for their huge size
and peculiar morphology.

Within the Chang Jiang delta there are scattered cultural relics of
neolithic age gad different historical periods, some of which have been
dated by the C method. These are considered to be the most reliable
sources for determining the ages of different subdeltas of the river.
According to analyses correlating lithofacies-paleogeography with
archaeological finding, the earliest delta of Bolocene developed 6000
years ago. West of coastline there are s considerable number of neolithic
cultural relics which have been dated in the ranpe of 6000 years ago.
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Near the coastline on the south coasts clam shells under neolithic relics
and unearthed human bones from a relic pjte are dated at 5680 + l80 B.P.
and 5230 + 200 B.P. respectively by C . Since that period the Chang
clang delta has been prograding seaward stage by stage  Fig. 3!.
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Figure 3. Nodal of the evolution of the Chang Jiang delta.
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ln more recent times, the rates of delta growth have been calculated
from charts and maps. In the last decade, the average annual deposition
in the estuarine zone between the isobaths -5m and -10m wss estimated at6about 370 x 10 T, accounting for 76% of the total annual sediment
discharge. The main portion of the delta is extending seaward at a mean
annual rate of 40 m  the largest rate is at 80-90 m!, whereas the coastal
plain both south and north of the river is extending eastward at a mean
annual rate of 8-12 m. But the mean yearly extension of southeastern
corner of the coastal plain is much higher, up to 45 m during the past
century.

According to a comparative study of nautical charts showing
underwater terrain of the estuary in 1842, 1865 and 1973  Fig. 2!, the
annual seaward shift of isobaths of 6 m, 8 m, arid 10 m at the Northern
Shoal between 1842 and 1865 was 60 m and 38 m and 36 m respectively, while
in the area of the Jiuduan Shoal the shift was relatively limited, This
suggests that in the North Passage had a higher rate of deposition than
the south passage and the progradation of the former was faster. However,
during the period from 1865 to 1973 the contrary was the case. The
isobaths off the Northern Shoal varied little, while those off the Jiuduan
Shoal shifted outward significantly. The sand bodies of the latter
developed very rapidly, indicating that the development ot the recent
Chang Tiang delta follows its fundamental pattern of southeastly extension
stage by stage.

The Basic Hodel of Progradation of the belts

The above analysis of the sedimentary facies, combined with the
abundant historical, archaeological and drill-hole data, indicates that
the Holocene Chang Jiang delta system comprises at least six subdeltas of
different stages. Each major deltaic system has a large river mouth bar
as its developmental center. Each of the six Holocene subdeltas underwent
initial> mature and old evolutionary stages  Fig, 3!. Evidence suggests
that the northern distributary mouth bar was smaller in size and
relatively short-lived in age. As a result of the gradual silting up of
the distributary itself' this river mouth bar ultimately attached to the
northern bank ot the river. In contrast, the southern one was the major
discharging channel; as its mouth bar grew larger it forced the
distributary to re-bifurcate into northern and southern branches. In this
way, the Chang Jiang delta as a whole moved southeastward stage by stage.
Thus, the mouth bars ot the subdelta of various stages ranged from NW to
SE in an enechelon pattern in plan and regressively overlapped one another
not only in space, but also in time. The cyclicity of the deltaic
development is quite clear.

The oriented development of the Chang Jiang delta proper governs the
differences in progradation of associated sedimentary systems between the
north and south sides of the river. The south coast has been mainly
subject to the action of waves. Since the Holocene maximum transgression,
there have been littoral sand barriers created at six stages and
distributed parallel to this coast line extending from Jiangyin ro the
southeast in arc form. With the prograding of the barriers seaward by
stages, the littoral plain has been continuously expanding, its
constituting materials being relatively fine with mud content amounting to
over 30X ~ the sand being in thin layers, frequently exhibiting lens-like
form. Along the north coast littoral sand barriers were developed in
earlier stages. When the mouth bar attached to the northern bank of the
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river and the delta propet' shifted southeastward, the northern
distributary mouth gradually was abandoned and transformed into an open
bay. With the repeated action of convergence and divergence of flood and
ebb tidal currents, an extensive sedimentary system of ridge-like
radiating sand shoals had been formed. Subsequently they merged into the
north coast plain with sand in thick layers and coarse grained, and mud
content generally under 152.

The unique model of progradation of the Chang Jiang delta is chiefly
constrained by the interaction between runoff and tidal current in the
Chang Jiang estuary, runoff plays a dominant part in determining the
depositional process. It controls the development and evoluation of the
delta, but the development of the Chang Jiang delta is characterized by
its southeasterly progradation, which is evidently affected by the tidal
current direction, the Coriolis effects and the southward moving longshore
current. It appears that the Chang Jiang River is different not only from
the Niger and the Mekong which have only one main delta lobe, but also
from 'the Mississippi and the Huanghi  Yellow! River whose subdeltas
crisscrossed one another at random. This suggests that the Chang .Iiang
delta is a singular type in the world's deltaic sedimentary models.
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~INTR AC c~IN

The continental, margin off the northeastern coast of North America
from Nova Scotia to Cape Hatteras ie incised by nearly 100 submarine
canyons. Two of the major canyons, Oceanographer Canyon off Georges
Sank and Norfolk Canyon off Chesapeake Bay are being considered for
possible designation as Marine Sanctuaries under Title III of the
Marine Protection Research and Sanctuaries Act  P.L. 92-532! ~

Ae part of its consideration of possible sanctuary designation,
the Sanctuary Program Division, Of fice of Coastal Resources Management,
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration  NCAA! cosssissioned two
studies, one to develop an environmental description of Norfolk Canyon
 EG&G, 1983! and a second to recosssend a resources study plan for s
possible Norfolk Canyon Marine Sanctuary  VINS t 1985!. This report
presents some of the recommendations included in the resources study
plan for a Norfolk Canyon Marine Sanctuary. Much of this information
was developed during a Workshop on Research on Submarine Canyons held
in Hampton, VA 6-7 April 1983.

gr~~i

The biological, geological and physical processes occurring ia
submarine canyons interact in such a manner that one process cannot be
effectively studied in isolatioa from others. Meaningful research on
canyons aust be strongly interdisciplinary. Research in submarine
canyons is also not a simple process ~ Extensive logistic support
involving surface vessels, submersibles, reaote operating vehicles and
extensive "state-of-the-artn instrumentation will be required for
effective and meaningful studies.

I-Contribution 1252 from the Virginia Institute of Nsrine Science
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Research plans for the Norfolk Canyon  or any of the other
submarine canyons off the Northeastern United States! have three
natural foci, biological studies, geological studies and physical
  including meterological! studies. Limited pollution monitoring is
also appropriate. To support these study areas and to provide
information to those management agencies responsible for developing
interpretation  educational!, cosssercial and recreational development
plans for a Norfolk Canyon Narine Sanctuary two additional areas of
study, data and information management and socio-economic studies
 involving resource use and public awareness!, are necessary.

I SSI

While our knowledge of the biota of submarine canyons has advanced
considerably over the past decade  see EGAG 1983!, it is very much in a
preliminary state. The major emphasis of biological research has been
on the identification and inventory of large and conspicuous demersal
fishes and invertebrates characteristic of particular depth strata
within canyons. Efforts to address the significant processes
contributing to the unique nature of canyon fauna are in their infancy.
A few investigations have been conducted in recent years on biota-
substrate relationships, but only a few well circumscribed benthic
biotopes have received attention. Comparable investigations of biota-
watermass relationships for pelagic canyon-fauna have yet to begin.
Nusick �919! has described the structure of the fish comxmuities
available to otter trawls on the slope and rise near Norfolk Canyon,
but studies of the fishes that live over the rugged habitats in the
canyon proper are virtually non-existent.

B B o ical S

The majority of studies in the East Coast s canyons and adjacent
shelf/elope regions have employed sampling gear lowered or towed from
surface vessels. Such gear cannot generally be employed in structured>
hard-substrate, high relief areas' Sampling has been restricted
primarily to even, soft substrate low relief areas. A small number of
recent investigations have used submersibles for direct observations of
selected taxa. Submersible aided studies have, however, proceeded in
piecemeal fashion in diverse localities and at diverse depths. The
systematic use of submersibles to investigate, characterise and sample
bottom communities in submarine canyons has been limited'

Three general types of research are recommended for the benthic
b io log ical sr ea ~

E r Initial emphasis should be given to
the faunas of the presently poorly understood, hard substrate biotopes.
The studies should emphasise direct observation with submersibles or
remotely operated vehicles. The studies should be coordinated with
geological studies and address population densities, nusmrical
dominance, order of species, trophic relationships, species
interaction, behavior patterns and substrate requirements.

2. S f: Although early emphasis should be on
the faunas of hard substrates, comparable studies as listed above
should be conducted on the faunas of the soft substrate biotopes.
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3 ~ I -si r' Our understanding of benthic
populations and the processes that shape these populations has been
markedly advanced in recent years through in-situ experimental studies
in shallow waters. These studies involve a wide variety of experiments
such as excluding predators with barriers, caging selected predators
over specific sites, disturbing substrate and measuring recolonisation
rates, and conducting enclosure  sdome"! studies to determine
population or species respiration. Comparable studies should be
conducted in canyon biotopes to investigate the ecological processes
 R.g.. community metabolism, predator pressure, recolonisation,
succession! ~ These experiments are possible using submersibles or
remotely operated vehicles to set and recover experiments

E 1 B' d' s

Only scant information is available concerning the relationship
between submarine canyons and the pelagic species associated with the
water masses interacting in the areas above the canyons. Empirical
observations of both fishermen and scientists indicate that epipelagic
fishes of commercial and recreational importauce often concentrate
immediately over the head of Norfolk Canyou. Rusecki �979! has
described complex hydrographic processes in this region.

Two general categories of epipelagic research deserve high
pr ior ity.

1. Ei 1 A study to determine the
relationships between commercial and recreational fish populations and
the shelf s hydrography, meteorology and climatology should be
conducted. This could be done qualitatively by examining commercial
and sport fishery catch-data from the canyon in conjunction with extant
environmental data from the region. Quantitative relationships would
require specific surveys  particularly long lining!.

2. C on S lf PI n: Studies to identify and quantify the
planktonic biota in the region of the Norfolk Canyon and compare the
Canyon plankton community with the comsmnity of the adjacent shelf are
also important. These studies should be closely coordinated with or
contain integral hydrographic studies in the region to determine which,
if any, canyon related processes sre impacting the communities.

GE IC STUDIES

Eathymetry and gross physiography of Norfolk Canyon have been
detailed by Wear, Stanley and Sovis �974! and Forde �981!. Bedrock
geology in the Canyon hss not' been studied in detail. Comprehensive
investigatious of selected canyons off New England  Ryan et al, 1978!
do provide a basis for interpreting much of the geology of Norfolk
Canyon. Additional studies on the geology of Norfolk Canyon should
concentrate initially on description of small scale geomorphological
features and local sedimentary regimes of relevance to the Canyon
b iota.

Three categories of research should be given high priority.
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An analysis, description and characterisation
of the various hard substrate regimes in Norfolk Canyon should be
conducted' This should be undertaken in coordination with biological
studies of the hard substrate fauna.

characterisation of the various soft bottom substrates  and their
associated biota! should also be conducted.

Both of these categories of research should initially be conducted
in the shallower 100 m � 1000 m depths towards the head of the Canyon.
This area is topographically and structurally more complex and
biologically more heterogeneous than the lower reaches of the Canyon.
Its proximity to shore and the economics involved in use of shallow
versus deep submersibles make it more logical to begin intensive
studies in this ares snd proceed systematically to greater depths.

3. A geographic and
bathymetric data base of the Norfolk Canyon and adjacent shelf/slope
region capable of incorporating geo-locations of specific substrate
related biotopes should be developed' This data base should be coupled
with a graphics system capable of generating both plane and
multidimensional maps.  This project should also be considered an
integral part of the Data and Information program described later'� !

The identification snd quantification of dominant length and time
scales of the physical processes involved is central to understanding
the movements and exchanges of water  and associated constituents such
as suspended sediments, nutrients, plankton! into, out of and within
Norfolk Canyon. processes which have been hypothesixed as important
have temporal scales ranging from less than hourly  internal waves! to
annual  seasonal heating! and incorporate aperiodic perturbations or
"events" such as passage of large storms on anti-cyclonic Gulf Stream
rings.

A three part program of physical studies should be given high
prror sty ~

1. Mete At least two continuing meterological
stations  NCAA Data Buoys!, one on the shelf and one on the slope,
should be established within 50 km of Norfolk Canyon. The present
fixed meterological stations closest to the Canyon  Chesapeake Light
Tower near 37' N76 W and NOAA Buoy 41001 at 35 N, 73 W! are too distant
from the Canyon head to provide the records necessary to understand the
Canyon s circulation. Data generated from the proposed new stations
can be used to develop s detailed climatology for the region and a wind
profile for a study of wind forced circulation.

Additionally, a review should be made of individual ship reports
used in developing SSMO s  Summary of Synoptic Meterological
Observations! to determine if data points from the Norfolk Canyon or
isssediate vicinity ere of sufficient density during different weather
conditions to be useful in developing e detailed climatology.
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2, B hi Bydrographic and
circulation data from the Norfolk Canyon is quite limited ~ The only
current measurements aze those of Xeller and Shepherd �978! and the
only thorough hydrographic data are those of Rusecki �979!. To remedy
this lack of information, studies of circulation and vatex structures,
internal wave and tide energy and wind forcing should be conducted.
These studies will require long term xecords of current and
temperature/salinity along the canyon axis, and hydrographic surveys
 closely spaced CTD  conductivity, temperatuxe, depth! stations! within
and around the canyon to identify pycnocline strength and depth as well
as meterological data ~

Acquisition of this information will require moored
instrumentation and eatensive cruises ~ Bydrographic cruises could be
combined with biological and geological cruises ~ In fact, because of
the shortage of' hydrographic data from the region, all research cruises
should include occupation of CTD and XBT  ezpendable bathythermograph!
stat iona.

3. 8 W t '; Reviews of early
Experimental Prontal Analysis charts produced by the B.S. Navy and
latex', similar charts produced by the National Marine Fisheries
Service, NOAA, indicate a tendency of anticyclonic Gulf Stream rings to
migrate and remain in the vicinity of Norfolk Canyon from one to
several weeks. The frequency and duration of these encounters of
anticyclonic Gulf Stream rings with the Norfolk Canyon should be
determined and their effect on circulation in the Canyon evaluated .

IUTION NONITORING

There is no evidence of pollution or potential pollution problems
in the Norfolk Canyon region. There are also few data available to
establish baselines for potential contaminsnts in the Norfolk Canyon or
immediately adjacent shelf snd slope sediments. An analysis of the
present levels of organic and inorganic compounds in the sediments in
and adjacent to the Norfolk Canyon should be made to establish a
baseline . A monitoring program that would have the potential for
determining trends in contaminants entering, canyon s sediments should
be initiated in conjunction with the other studies.

D TA 0 T N G

Studies of Norfolk Canyon and other submarine canyons along the
east coast have been conducted by federal, state and private
institutions. The date developed from these studies, much of which is
in the form of underwater photographs, videotapes, or observer notes,
has not been systematically collected and stored in a fashion that
would allow all of the available information to be used in developing
models or testing hypotheses. To remedy this lack of a central
repository of information on submarine canyons, we suggest that an
inf tion n be designed to incox'porate the
information collected iu these areas and that a
C C R D I B be established to
compile, annotate and store information relevant to these areas.
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We also recemend the establishment of a R r n
C because of the paucity of specimens

of the major resident tsxa or geological samples from Norfolk or other
east coast Canyons and the unlikely nature of large numbers of
specimens being collected in the future  particularly if the region
attains Marine Sanctuary status and unnecessary collection is
discouraged! ~ This activity would locate and catalog existing
collections of biological and geological specimens collected from the
east coast s submarine canyons in general and the Norfolk Canyon
specifically. The project would arrange permanent archiving of these
collections either by the present holders of the collections or by an
appropriate institution.

RESOURCE E

The principal resource uses of the Norfolk Canyon area are
commercial and recreational fisheries, military training  primazily
naval! and ship transit  EGRG, 1983!. There is a potential interest in
oil and gas exploration near the Norfolk Canyon, but present practices
exclude leasing of areas in the immediate vicinity of canyons.

We suggest that the commercial and recreational fisheries of the
area be quantitatively and qualitatively described . This will require
surveys of participants in these fisheries since preseut catch
statistics do not distinguish catches from the canyons. The extent of
military exercises and the transit of civilian and military ships
through the area should also be determined.

Public awareness of the outer continental shelf margin in general
and submarine canyons in particular is not great. Because of its depth
 IOOm-2000m! and distance �00 km! from shore, Norfolk Canyon is not
accessible for visitation. Fishermen or persons transiting in vessels
do not gain a perspective of the processes or structure of the Canyon
from the surface. If a Norfolk Canyon Marine Sanctuary were
established, an Interpretation  Education! Plan smst be developed to
.nhance the broadening of public knowledge of the Canyons

The prevailing public knowledge of Norfolk Canyon  if any!, aud,
of greater importance, what people would like to know about submarine
cauyons, their processes and the relationship between processes and the
enviroumeut in the Canyon ares should be determined . Such a survey
would provide a framework in which an interpretation plan could
effectively be developed'

CONC USI N

Designation of a Norfolk Canyon Marine Sanctuary would result in
an increase of both scientific and public attentiou being focused on
the east coast s canyons in general and the Norfolk Canyon in
part icular ~

We hope that the suggestions contained in this papez will assist
in the orderly growth of research on those biological, geological snd
physical processes that make these areas what they are, and that the
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basis for future management decisions related to the canyans would, as
a result, be greatly improved .

This paper was prepared using material developed onder contract
NA-82-AAA-04225 between the Sanctuary Program Division, Office of Ocean
and Coastal Resources Management, U.S . Department of Commerce, National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration and the Virginia Institute af
Marine Science, College of William and Nary. We acknowledge the
efforts of Nr. Ken Sulak who assisted in the preparation of the
contract report and the active participation of the workshop attendees>
K ~ Able, 8 ~ Butmsn, G. Carpenter, C. Curtis, C. Flagg, E. Forde, D.
Francis, F. Hotchkiss, H. Marshall, J ~ Nusick, K. Sulak, J ~ Usmann, C.
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Qeethlhht tehh the &hens, Pneeedh&S ef the hthtth Resect
Ceoheeoee ot The Ceetetl Sooety. Otto&et le.t7, t&&a
Ateotte Cry, tie. ~t by yhe Ceettel aee/tty 19&&

CaAST1ruN
AN INN&: NOT AN INBYITNTION

Barbara Fegan

Coordinator
P.O. Box 545

South Wellfleet, Massachusetts 02663

The annual COASTWKX will be celebrated October 7 through 1It
from the Gulf of Maine to the Gulf of' Mexico and from the shores of
Massachusetts to the islands of Hawaii.

The annual celebration of the coast is unique. COASTWEEK is
an idea not an institution. It is a citizen's network of groups
and individuals that annually focus the attention of the country on
the special place where water meets the land. Each year the nu~ber
of groups and activities increases.

Each organization sponsors those activities it does best.
The network groups principally focus on educational experiences.
There are bird walks, beach walks, whale watchesm lectures, ex-
hibits, forums, field trips, canoe trips, poetry and essay contests,
poster and photography contests and many other innovative snd ex-
citing events. Individuals also take action.

Nationally, the Coastal Society, the Coastal States Ozgani-
zation, the National Audubon Society, the Coast Alliance, the Sierra
Club, the National Parks and Conservation Association, the Environ-
mental Policy Institute, the Center for Envizonmental Education,
the League of Women Voters, the Oceanic Society, the American
Littoral 'ociety and the Friends of' the Earth have endorsed
COASTWEEK and urged their members to participate.

The netwoz'k is guided by a smail committee with no budget
and no staff, which brings together and encourages the groups
and individuals to do what they do best, The committee members
are: Barbara FeIphn of the League of Women Voters; Shirley Taylor
of the Sierra Club; Carl Holcomb, Publisher of "Citizen's Update
on Shoreline Policy"; and Richard IIeleaney of the Coastal States
Organization.

A list of suggested activities, a draft proclamation and
endorsement form are available. A mailing list is maintained and
a c.~ender of events is available,

Hundreds observed COASTWEEK ~ S3; thousands, COA'TWEEK 'I34-
our goal is millions for COASTWEEK ' 35.
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SUGGESTIONS FOB COASTWEX ACTIVITIES

To be successful, COASTWEEK shauld see, at the very minimus,
three things occur in each coastal state:

Governor proclaim October 7 through 14 COASTWEEK

Major conference on coastal issues by state office of' Coastal
Zone Management, Sea Grant institution or environmental
organisation

Local community activities

You can make those things happen by:

Calling or writing yaur governor to suggest the COASTWEEK
proclamation. Suggested wording for a proclamation is included.

Contact your state office of Coastal Zone Management and/or
the nearest Sea Grant institution to suggest a conference.

Choose your own activity ~m the list below. This list is
not all inclusive, You will think of several things that
you'd like to do, Send report form before September 15,

ACTIVITIES FOR A COMMITTEE OF ONE � things you can da by yourself,

Write a letter to the editor of your local paper about a
coastal issue.

Write sn article for your local paper about your community's
coast.

Encourage your newspaper editor to write an editorial for
COAS'TWEEK.

Urge your county and/or municipal officials to proclaim
October 7 through lk COASTWEEK.

Get out your caeera this summer, take pictures of your coast,
Develop a display for a local business or bank window.

ACTIVITIES FOR YOUR ORGANIZATION � you may need a committee.
Talk with your leadership in June before they have completed program
planning for the year.

+ Encourage your organization to endorse and support COASTWEEK.
Endorsement statement is included.

+ Hold a meeting featuring coastal issues with an expert speaker
or your own material for your membership.

Hold a party on the beach or indoors with a water view, far
fun or fundraising.

Sponsor a community meeting on coastal issues. Program a
panel, disvussion, film or speaker.
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Publish and distribute educational materials,

+ Write an article for your organization's newsletter. Devote
a whole issue to coastal concerns.

+ Sponsor an essay, poster or photograph contest among your
members.

If your community has a Columbus Ray parade, have a float or
car in it.

Sponsor beach outings such as birding, environmental hikes, etc.

ACTIVITIES, WORKING WITH OTHER GROUPS you may need a committee
f' or planning and implementation or you may be the catalyst that
gets the others going.

Ask your local librarian to develop a display of coastal
books or to publish an annotated bibliography of available
material, books snd films,

Have a film festival at your school, college or library.

Sponsor an essay, poster or photograph contest with your
local school. Talk with the superintendent in June. Contact
the science or art department. Set up the announcement of
the contest in September, deadline for submission, October 2
through 8. Have the judging done by yourself, a teacher and
one other person. Announce the winner s! during COASTWEEK.
You may solicit prizes from local merchants  with approval!,
Plan to have the winning art work made into postcards.

Urge your local SCOUTS  Boy, Girl, Explorer or Campfire! to
have a coast/beach project. It could be clean-up or an
educational trip.

Talk with your Historical Society. It could sponsor a tour
of historical coastal sites, a conference on coastal history
or record interview" with community residents who remember
your coast in the past.

Your nearest Natural History Huseum is a natural participant.
Ask them about a display and/or meeting.

&list your coastal dependent industries, Ask them to develop
and distribute materials about your coast.

Encourage your local papers to run coastal articles. They
are very good about getting their own material, but offer to
help.

Ask your radio stations to develop and produce programs with
coastal emphasis.

Ask your television stations to develop programs on coastal
topics. Public television might do an issue series.
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Working with local environmental groups, set up tours of
wetlands, tide pools, beaches, islands and other sea and lake
shores.

Talk with your local service clubs such as the JAYCREs,
Kiwanis snd Rotary, Nake suggestions and offer to help.
Then get out of the way. If they take on the project,
they' ll do a great job,
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COMTdEEK ACTIVITY PLAN

This report is to be mailed as soon as you have decided on what
activity you or your organization will undertake. Don't wait
till your plans are firm. Just report what you think you or your
organization will do. The national events calendar will includ.e
your plans. DEADLINEa Se tember 1 .

Send to: COASTWEEK
Off West Road, P.O. Box 545
South Wellf1eet NA 02663

PLEASE PRINT

Name Organization

Address City or Town

State and Zip Code Area Phone Number

PLANNED ACTIVITY:

Use additional paper if necessary.
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A PROCLAMATIOH

WHEREAS, the has a varied coast-
line of rocky shores, sandy beaches, productive estuaries and
salt marshes, urban ports and small harbors, tidal flats and
dozens of islandsi and

WHEREAS, the coast has provided us with a rich scenic,
cu1tural and historical heritage> and

~, the natural resources of the coastal zone are
among our most economic resourcesg and

WHEREAS, coastal landf orms, especially barrier beaches,
provide significant protection from coastal storms, flooding and
erosion  and

WHEREAS, we axe strongly committed to the wise management
of' the coastline to ensure for all residents that the environ-
mental and economic value of the coastal zone will be sustained;
and

WHEREAS, the coastline is also receiving nationwide recog-
nition during the week of October 7 ttn'ough 14,

of the
do hereby proclazm the week of

NOW, THEREFORE,

October 7 ugh 1 to

COASTLNEEK

and urge all citizens to take cognizance of this event and to
participate fittingly in its observance,

Given this day:

Title:

SEAL
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ERDORSENENT

COASTWEEK

October 7 thru 14

The endorses and supports
name of organization

COASTWEEK, the national celebration of our coastal resources,

Octobez 7 through 14.

This endorsement recognizes the need f' or all sectors to

work together to assure the wise use of all z'esources, living

and non living.

COASTWEhX is a citizen's network of organizations and

individuals who annually focus attention on the salt and fresh-

~ster shores of our nation, during the second week of October.

Signed: Title:

Organization:

Address:

City, State and Zip Code:

Ihte: Phone:

Nail to: Bazbara Fegan
COASTWEEK
P.O. Box 545
South Wellfleet NA 02663
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USISG & CRE&T L&KES CURRICUL1% TO DEPELUP
E&SIC LE&ERIEC WILLS IE CRILDREN

Ellen Pisher

University of Wisconsin-Extension
Environmental Resources Center

216 &Sr iculture Esll
lledison, Wisconsin 53706

~Back round

Senjamin Franklin once said that "we know not what the well is worth till
it is dry." The Great Lakes, the world's largest source of surface fresh-
water. represents a well we can't take for granted. They provide clean
drinking water. a major sport fishery and vast recreational opportunities
for 60 million Aaericans. Yet, this priceless inland sea has been ignored
in the nation 's textbooks and classroom programs .

Past and present abuses threaten the long-term health and viability of the
Great Lakes. The troubled state of our freshwater sea can no longer remain
a headline to be dealt with only by scientists and legislators; the ismie-
diacy of the situation involves everyone's involvement. To prepare schoo'!
children for this responsibility, our educational process must provide
early practice in water resource management.

Thanks to financial support from The Joyce Foundation of Chicago and Wi s-
consin's Coastal Management Program, a three-year pilot program is underway
to bring the Great Lakes into classrooms. The objectives of this project
are fourfold: �! to increase teacher awareness of the economic, histor-
ical and social value of the Great Lakes as a teaching tool;   2! to provide
a curriculum guide that will enable teachers to i ntegrate Great Lakes
topics into existing studies; �! to identify and assist local contacts in
planning and designing teacher training workshops; and �! to encourage an
informal network of Great Lakes educators to exchange teaching strategies
and materials.

General direction has been provided by an advisory committee composed of
school teachers and administrators . Great Lakes special i sts, industry rep-
resentatives and curriculum developers. The project director has been
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responsible for securing financial support, selecting project staff and
participants, designing project strategy and coordinating work efforts.

Process

Teacher involvement

Teachers from a variety of disciplines and locations have been central to
this project's development. In order to design a final product and serv ice
that are practical in meeting teachers' needs, we have provided several
avenues for communication between project staff and educators.

Opportunities for teachers to offer suggestions and share experiences wi th
each other as well as project staff have taken several forms. A bimonthly
newsletter keeps teachers informed of project progress, Great Lakes news
and information on what other teachers are doing to adapt the curriculum
to their own classroom situations During the field-testing period,
teachers from around the region were able to brainstorm ideas and compare
experiences by participating in a series of monthly programs through the
Educational Teleconference Network--a huge partyline system. Ouestion-
naires, telephone calls and letters provided continuous feedback on our
process as well as our product.

Four hases of project

Activities of this project can be grouped into four phases: assessment of
need; curriculum development; review and evaluation; and distribution .

Assessment of need

Determining a need for Great Lakes teaching aids involved answering
three questions: Are teachers interested in including the Great Lakes
in their classroom activities? What would they need to help them do
it? What materials already exist?

Teacher interest in including ihe Great Lakes in their class programs
was indicated by an enthusiastic response to GLRP--a Great Lakes
Resource packet designed to whet their appetites for the subject.
GLRP included book and film lists, maps, fact sheets, posters, news
clippings, and agency publications. The number of requests surpassed
all expectation, exceeding 2,000.

To answer the question of what teachers would need to he/p them intro-
duce the Great Lakes into their lesson plans, we surveyed more than
3000 teachers and librarians of public and parochial schools . For a
more interactive assessment, we also posed this question at conference
workshops throughout the state and region . The Dniversi ty of Wi scon-
sin Sea Grant Program also surveyed classroom teachers in the Lake
Superior region. Results of these efforts indicated a strong teacher
interest and demand for Great Lakes teaching materials and training
sessions. The desired format consisted of short activity lessons for
all discpli nes accompanied by teacher in-service workshops.

Determining what materials already exist involved a thorough review
of existing resources, This effort included a search of educational
data bases and a review of commonly used classroom textbooks' Results
indicated little evidence of existing Great Lakes instructional mater-
ials.
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Curriculum develo ment

Twenty-five classroom teachers and fifteen Great i.akes experts from
within the Great Lakes Basin participated in a three-day working
session . Participants were selected on the basis of subject area
expertise, experience in curriculum design and geographic location.

The purpose of this meeting was fourfold: to identify appropriate
grade levels and disciplines for Great Lakes topics; to prioritize
Great Lakes information that should be included in the curriculum;
to design a format that is easily integrated into school programs;
and to suggest specific activity ideas .

Following this workshop, a wri ter was hired to convert the suggested
activity ideas into a first draft of the curriculum.

Review and evaluation

The preliminary draft curriculum was reviewed by workshop partici-
pants . It was cri tiqued on the basis of the following criteria;
�! the activities match learning objectives and are appropriate
for grade leve'1 indicated; �! the activities provide for a range
of student learning abilities; �! background information is clearly
written and adequate; and �! the activities would be appropriate
for both inland and coastal locations .

A second screening of this preliminary draft came from the project
advisory committee. They evaluated the materials in terms of tech-
nical accuracy, topic relevance, va'iidi ty and balance of perspective,

The next phase of evaluation involved a test of classroom utility
and student reaction . Teachers who partici pated in developing
the curriculum along with 125 educators from Great Lakes states
and Canada used the materials in their classrooms for six months.
During this time, interested teachers took advantage of a unique
opportunity to exchange ideas and provide feedback on the curriculum
through the Educational Teleconference Network. This private tele-
phone system enabled them to "gather" monthly to share classroom
experiences and suggest curriculum revisions .

ituestionnaires were distributed to all people who received a copy of
the draft curriculum--teachers, admi nistrators and technical Great
Lakes specialists. The curriculum was primarily revised to acconmo-
date practical constraints of the classroom.

Di stribution

Our philosophy throughout this project has been to focus on our user
group--the classroom teacher. Since teachers can be an effective
sales force, we have sought their active involvement in the curricu-
lum's development. With this strategy in mind, our dissemination
phase has involved a three-step process:

1, The first year we began to develop a ready-made
audience for the materials. Participants from
workshops at teacher conferences, respondents
to a needs survey, contacts from our project
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advisory committee and readers of the Lake Connection
ne siette e oined into a net ore of inta a~see Great
Lakes educators;

2. The second year invo'1ved working closely with selected
teachers throughout the region who were field-testing
and evaluating the materials. They shared the curric-
ulum with other teachers and are now helping to organ-
ize in-service workshops and teach fellow teachers how
to tailor the curriculum to their local needs;

3. Building on this network of educators we are now in
the process of identifying educational organizations
and agencies to take the lead in distributing mater-
ials in their own region.

Results and Summar

A mul tidiscipli nary curriculum that focuses on the Great Lakes has been
developed . While materia'Is are targetted for teachers of grades ki ndergar-
ten thr ough eight, they also appear to be appropriate for non-school educa-
tional programs, i .etc 4-H, scouts, environmental centers . Activities are
designed for easy i ntegration into existing studies and include everythi ng
from basic ecological principles, folklore and music to international
trade, using the Great Lakes as a unifying theme .

To accompli sh this task, we have drawn on the experti se and practical
experi ence of classroom teachers, curriculum designers and Great Lakes
experts. Materials have been field-tested and evaluated by 300 educators
from NIinnesota, Wisconsin, Illinois, Indiana' Iowa, Ohio, Pennsylvania,
New York, and Canada.

In the process of developing the Great Lakes curriculum, we have recruited
a network of more than 1,000 educators who have offered reactions and sug-
gestions to our approach and ideas . In our final year, we are enhancing
this involvement by linking with educational organizations, public agen-
cies and i nstitutions to distribute the materials and train teachers .

This project has catalyzed a flurry of activity and interest in Great Lakes
education . Wisconsin's Department of Public Instruction is in the process
of developing new curriculum standards for students and teaching compe-
tencies for teachers. For the first time, a requirement of Great Lakes
literacy will be included . Teacher demand for access to Great Lakes i nfor-
mation is growing as a result of this project. The Internationa'I Joint
Comni ssion has recognized this need and are in the process of developing
a computeri zed data base of Great Lakes resources. An Ontario school dis-
trict is developing their own Great Lakes curriculum tailored more speci-
fically to Canada . They have credited this project as a model for their
own curriculum design.

This project is unique in terms of using the Great Lakes as a tool for
developing children's learning skills. In the process, we have estab-
lished a regionwide network of Great Lakes educators. While the project
is in its final stages and a formal evaluation is in the process of bei ng
tabulated, the enthusiastic response oF teachers anxious to use the mater-
ials clearly shows that this project is a success.
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